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ABSTRACT

The concentrationand temperatureof air entrained into an argon

plasma jet has been measured using coherent anti-StokesRaman spectroscopy

(CARS). The flow field is characterizedby a short region of well behaved

laminar flow near the pozzle exit followed by an abrupt transition to

turbulence. Once the transition to turbulenceoccurs, air is rapidly

entrained into the jet core. The location of the transitionregion is

thought to be driven by the rapid cooling of the jet and the resulting

increase in Reynolds number.

INTRODUCTION

In the plasma spray fabricationof coatingsthe composition of the

surroundingsinto which the plasma jet flows is known to exert

considerableinfluenceon the behavior of the jet and can alter the

characteristicsand qualityof the coatings produced [I]. For example,

while the plasma spraying of oxides is successfullyconducted in oxygen

containingenvironments,tungsten carbide-cobalt,when similarily sprayed

thermallydecomposes via oxidationof the carbides leading to inferior,

carbon deficient coatings [2,3]. The presenceof oxygen is due to

entrainmentof the surroundingatmosphere into the plasma flow.

The complexity of the spray process requires a more detailed

understandingof chemical reactionsat the particle surface, entrainment

mechanisms,and the influenceof the surroundingatmosphereon both the

flow field and the behavior of reactive particles. As an initial step in

understandingthis processwe have begun to investigatethe entrainmentof

the surroundingatmosphereinto plasma jets using coherent anti-Stokes

Raman spectroscopy(CARS). This techniqueis applicable to the

measurementuf the concentrationof any Raman active species, including

02, N2, and CO, In the work described here we have chosen N2 as the

species to be probed. The CARS spectraof N2 is well known, and the

dissociationand ionizationcharacteristicsresult in non-depleted

populationsof neutral,molecular nitrogen at temperaturesin excess of

6000 K. The initialresults on an argon plasma, issuing into a stagnant

atmosphericpressure air environment,are presentedhere.
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MEASUREMENTTECHNIQUE

Non-intrusiveoptical diagnostictechniques such as CARS have become

standardtools in high temperatureflow-field research. CARS has the

advantageof high conversionefficiency,a laser-likecoherent signal beam

for high collection efficiency,excellent fluorescenceand luminosity

discrimination,and high spatialand temporal resolution. The theory of

CARS and its applicationas a combustiondiagnostic tool has been detailed

in severalreviews [4-6]. A CARS signal, Figure I, is generated when two

laser beams at frequencywI, (termedthe pump beams) and one laser beam

at frequencyw2 (termedthe Stokes beam) interact throughthe

third-ordernonlinear susceptibilityof the medium X(3) to generate an

oscillatingpolarizationand thus coherent (laser like) radiation at

frequetlcyw3=2w1-,2. The intensityof the CARS signal, 13, is

proportionalto:

13 _ 11212(3X(3))2

where Ii is the intensityat frequencywi. This relation assumes that

the requiredmomentum phase matching is satisfiedand that both beams have

the same focal diameter. The third-ordernonlinear susceptibility,.

X(3), which governs CARS can be expressed as:

X(3)=Xn+Xr

where Xn is the nonresonantcontributionand Xr is the Raman resonant

contribution. The nonresonantsusceptibilityis proportionalto the

number density of the species present, and is generallya slowly varying
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Figure I. Coherent anti-StokesRaman spectroscopy.



function of wavelength. The resonant contribution,far from electronic

resonance, is given by"

X(3)=(2c4/hw2) N Z[oA(v,j)/(Wr-(W1-W2)-iGv,j)]

where N is the number density of the speciesprobed; &(v,j) is the

populationdifference between the states involved in the Raman Transition;

a is the Raman scatteringcross section;wr is the frequencyof a

Raman active rotationalor vibrationalstate; and Gv,j is the Raman

half-width. When the frequencydifference (wl-w2) is close to the

frequencyof a Raman resonanceof a species,wr, the magnitude of the

CARS radiationat w3 is resonantlyenhanced,resulting in a signature

unique to that molecular species.

CARS spectracan be acquired in two basic ways, Figure I. The scanned

approach uses a spectrally-narrowStokes beam to generate one small

segment of the CARS spectrum. The Stokes beam is then scanned across the

Raman frequencyrange to generate a high-resolutionCARS spectrum. This

method requiresconsiderabletime and is limited to temporally stationary

flow fields. The broadband approachemploys a Stokes source that has a

broad spectrum (150-200 cm-1). This allows the entire CARS spectrum to

be generated simultaneou_j: on the time scale of the laser pulse. This

method is preferredfor most j_racticalflow field work, where turbulence

and temperaturefluctuationsare presentand temporal fluctuation

intensitiesare of interest. High spatialresolution is achieved by using

a crossed beam geometry [6].

The CARS spectrometerconsistsof a frequency-doubled,Q-switched

Nd:YAG laser. The second-harmonicgreen beam is used both as a pump beam

for the dye laser which generatesthe Stokes beam, and as the CARS pump

beam. The general beam geometry is shown in Figure I. The focusing

lenses are 100 mm focal length, resulting in a ellipsoidalmeasurement

volume approximately200 #m in diameterby 1.5 mm in length. In

generating the spatialdependence of concentrationand temperature,the

plasma torch is moved relative to the stationary CARS measurementvolume

Temperaturesare derived from the spectral distributionof the CARS

signal and concentrationis derived from the strength of the signal. In

the work performed here, a quick-fittechnique [7], based on the

full-width at half maximum of the spectral signal, has been used to derive

temperaturesfrom spectral data. The temperaturedeterminationis

calibrated against a platinum, platinum-rhodiumthermocouple,while the

concentrationmeasurement is calibratedby varying the concentrationof

air mixed into a cold argon jet. A correctionto the measured

concentrationis derived by assuming vibrationalequilibriumand

calculatinga Boltzmanncorrection factor using the measured temperature.
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Alternately,spectral fittingprocedures such as the CARSFT [8] computer

code, or similar techniquemay be used to derive the same informationfrom

data acquired. The uncertaintiesin the concentrationand temperature

measurementsare estimatedto be 6 and 8 percent respectively.

RESULTS

The 1.27 cm. nozzle diameter plasma torch is operated at 20 volts and

a current of either 250 or 500 amperes for a total power input of 5 or 10

kW. The torch is 26 and 30 percent efficientat 5 and 10 kW

respectively. The argon gas flow rate is 0.59 SCMH, and the atmospheric

pressure is 86 kPa. Shadowgraphsof the resultingjet at 5 and 10 kW

appear in Figures2 and 3. The flow field is characterizedby a short

region of well behaved laminar flow near the nozzle exit, followed by an

abrupt transitionto turbulence. The laminar region persists for a

slightly longer distance for the higher-powercase. The location of the

transition region is thought to be driven by the rapid cooling of the jet

and the resulting increase in Reynolds number. The estimatedReynolds

number at the torch exit is approximately100, based on the nozzle

diameter. At the location of the transitionto turbulence,the Reynolds

number is on the order of I0,000. In the higher-powercase a hotter and

more viscous region maintains the Reynolds number at a lower value for a

longer distance, delaying the onset of turbulence.

Contour plots of temperatureand relative concentrationappear in

Figures 4 and 5 for the 5 and 10 kW cases respectively. The relative

concentrationis normalizedto the number density of N2 at ambient

Figure 3. Shadowgraphof plasma Figure 4. Shadowgraphof plashla

jet, 5 kW torch power, jet, 10 kW torch power.
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conditions;No=1.TeIg. The rapid entrainmentof air into the core

flow of the jet, coincidentwith the onset of turbulenceand jet breakup,

is evident in the concentrationcontours. This transitionregion is not

as evident in the associatedtemperaturefields, lt is interestingto

note that even though the onset of turbulenceoccurs earlier in the 5 kW

case, a laminar, all-argoncore appears to persist for approximatelythe

same distance in both cases and initiallythe mixing rates are

comparable. Furtherdownstreamthe lower power 5kW care _:preadsmore

rapidly and entrains air at a greater rate.

Figure 6. Contour plots of nitrogen cor,centrationand temperature for

10 kW torch power.



CONCLUSIONS

The CARS techniquehas been successfullyappliedto the measurementof

N2 temperatureand entrainmentin argon plasma jets issuing into

stagnant air environments. The entrainmentprocess was found to be

characterizedby an initiallaminar region followed by the rapid onset of

turbulenceand jet breakup. The location of the transition is dependent

on the Reynoldsnumber which is determined primarilyby the temperature

field. The spreading characteristicsof the two cases studiedwere

significantlydifferent, as were the measured entrainmentrates. The

correspondingtemperaturefieldswere not as affectedby the transitionto

turbulentflow.
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